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Abstract

Despite the advantages of performing response com-
paction in Integrated-Circuit (IC) testing, unknown response
bits (x’s) inevitably reflect into loss in test quality. The distri-
bution of these x’s within the captured response, which varies
for each test pattern, directly impacts the number of scan cells
observed through the response compactor. In this work, we
propose a two-dimensional X-alignment technique in order to
judiciously manipulate the distribution of x’s in the test re-
sponse prior to its compaction. The controlled response ma-
nipulation is performed on a per pattern basis, in the form of
scan chain delay and intra-slice rotate operations, and with
the objective that x’s are aligned within as few scan slices
and chains as possible. Consequently, a larger number of
scan cells are observed after compaction for any test pattern.
The computation of the control data, i.e., rotate and delay bits,
is formulated as a MAX-SAT problem, and efficient heuristics
are provided. The proposed technique is test set independent,
leading to a generic, simple, and cost-effective hardware im-
plementation. The X-alignment technique can be utilized with
any response compactor to manipulate the x-distribution in
favor of the compactor, thus improving the test quality.

1 Introduction

The rapidly increasing complexity of VLSI designs and the
associated test costs have rendered test data compression a de
facto standard. In this test environment, captured responses
are taken through a response compactor, compressing the test
responses. While test time and data volume are thus reduced,
the consequent information loss inevitably reflects into loss in
test quality. Certain errors that are observable in the original
scan responses may become unobserved in the compacted re-
sponses. Observability loss may be a consequence of multiple
errors masking out the effect of each other, producing the ex-
pected values in the compressed response, or of the ambiguity
induced by unknown response bits (x’s) that may take on ei-
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ther binary value upon arbitrary initialization. Uninitialized
memory elements such as RAMs, multi-cycle paths, or bus
contentions in a design constitute potential sources for un-
known values, which may propagate into a scan cell during
test. Depending on the structure of the response compactor,
these x’s prevent some errors that have been captured in other
scan cells from being observed at the compactor outputs.
Sequential compaction circuitries, such as MISRs, can be

utilized for compressing the scan responses into a signature
that is observed at the end of the test application process [1, 2].
Unknown response bits corrupt the signature, however, if they
propagate into the MISR. The fact that a single x corrupts the
MISR content stems from its sequential nature in accumulat-
ing its signature. An x-masking circuitry, capable of deliv-
ering per-scan and/or per-chain replacement of response x’s
with known constant values based on control bits delivered
from the Automatic Test Equipment (ATE), can be utilized in
order to prevent the corruption of the signature [3, 4]. Com-
binational compaction solutions, mostly XOR-based, are also
utilized for response compaction [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12].
Some of these techniques build the response compactor based
on fault sensitization information under a particular fault
model assumption [5, 6, 7, 8, 9], while response unknown bit
and unmodeled defect coverage issues are overlooked. Simi-
larly, utilization of a given test set to build compactors [13], or
to reorder x-capturing scan cells [14, 15] may offer improved
observability, while dependence on a test set typically com-
plicates the implementation of these solutions. Finally, test
set and fault model independent response compaction tech-
niques [10, 11, 12] have also been proposed, delivering some
x-mitigation capabilities.
All of these compaction techniques bear a particular re-

sistance characteristic to unknown bits. The density and dis-
tribution of x’s determine the test quality delivered by these
schemes. In the presence of an x-distribution where the cor-
ruption effect of x’s is widely spread, combinational com-
pactors produce mostly x’s at their outputs, while sequen-
tial ones with masking-support may have to be over-masked.
Thus, in both types of compactors, the fault/defect informa-
tion in x-free scan cells is compromised, resulting in poor
scan cell observability, and, hence, degradation in test pattern
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effectiveness. In order to improve the test quality, a generic-
hardware solution yet capable of adapting to the distribution
of unknown bits for any given set of scan patterns is needed.
In this paper, we first propose a technique for manipulating

x-distribution, which we refer to as h-align. H-align performs
intra-slice rotate operations in order to horizontally align x’s
in the minimum number of scan chains. Thus, h-align is to
be utilized to enhance the scan cell observability of horizontal
compactors that compress scan chains individually. The com-
putational problem of identifying which slices to be rotated is
mapped to the MAX-SAT problem [16]. Then, we also pro-
vide a MAX-SAT formulation for the X-alignment technique
proposed in [17], which we refer to as v-align. V-align delays
the scan-out operation in judiciously selected scan chains, in
order to align x’s in the fewest number of scan slices 1, and
hence to observe the maximum number of scan cells. As x’s
are repositioned horizontally, and hence aligned vertically by
such an operation, the compactors that benefit from v-align
are the vertical ones, which are based on the compression of
slices individually.
The formulations given for both h-align and v-align paves

the way for a unified X-alignment framework. Thus, we pro-
pose a two-dimensional (2D) X-alignment in order to align
x’s in minimum number of scan slices and chains, improv-
ing the scan cell observability of compactors that employ both
horizontal and vertical compaction. To tackle the associated
challenges, we identify the interaction between the alignment
operations in the two directions.
Another previously proposed technique [18], referred to

as response shaper, constitutes a special case of v-align [17],
as it is capable of delaying a single scan chain only. It has
been shown in [18] that even this limited capability transforms
a simple XOR tree into a powerful compactor, outperform-
ing more complex response compactors such as convolutional
compactors [19, 20, 21, 22]. For unknown-heavy designs 2,
designs with a large number of scan chains, and/or with deep
scan chains, response shaper fails to provide reasonable ob-
servability enhancements. A costly alternative would be in-
serting test points to mask x’s right at their sources at the ex-
pense of area cost and performance degradation. Rather, more
generalized and cost-effective solutions such as v-align [17],
h-align, and 2D-alignment are crucial in these challenging
scenarios.
The proposed X-alignment techniques have the following

properties:
• X-alignment hardware is fixed for a given design and is
independent of any test set and any fault model; it is im-
mune to design and test set changes.

• X-alignment hardware can be reconfigured based on any
given set of test responses; in this paper, we demonstrate

1A scan slice consists of one scan cell from each scan chain such that the
distances of the cells to the scan-out pin of the associated chain are identical.

2With the recent trend of testing designs faster than at-speed [23, 24],
wherein small delay defects are targeted even on shorter paths, test is applied
at a frequency that exceeds the functional speed. As a result, timing excep-
tions are raised on the longer paths that cannot meet the set-up constraints,
resulting in x-heavy test responses.

its reconfiguration towards the objective of maximizing
scan cell observability independent of any fault model,
while the reconfiguration can also be effected based on a
particular fault model with the objective of maximizing
coverage in this fault model.

• X-alignment techniques rotate slices and delay scan
chains in such a way that x’s are aligned within the min-
imum number of scan chains and slices, allowing to ob-
serve a maximum number of scan cells through the re-
sponse compactor.

• X-alignment techniques can be utilized in conjunc-
tion with any response compactor to manipulate x-
distribution in favor of the compactor.

• X-alignment hardware has a small area overhead and its
insertion can be seamlessly integrated into the conven-
tional design flow.

X-alignment can be utilized for the following purposes:
• Improving the observability of response compactors, and
thus modeled and unmodeled fault coverage.

• Enhancing fault detection per test pattern, and thus en-
abling more efficient compaction of test sets, reducing
further test time and data volume.

• Making room for more test patterns in the tester memory,
and thus enhancing the test quality further.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 covers various horizontal and vertical compactor exam-
ples, and illustrates the benefit of X-alignment on the scan cell
observability. In Section 3, we outline the computation of per-
chain delay and per-slice rotation information for maximizing
the number of observable scan cells; we formulate both align-
ment objectives as MAX-SAT problems and, subsequently,
provide computationally-efficient greedy heuristics. In Sec-
tion 4, we provide the design implementation details of the
X-alignment hardware. In Section 5, a qualitative cost-benefit
analysis is presented, followed by experimental results in Sec-
tion 6. Finally, Sections 7 and 8 present the future work and
the concluding remarks, respectively.

2 Response Compaction Types
In a test compression environment, response compaction is

utilized to map the scan chain outputs onto a fewer number
of scan-out channels. Depending on the corruption impact of
response x’s, response compaction can be classified into ver-
tical, horizontal, or vertical and horizontal. In the following
sections, we summarize these three compaction strategies and
illustrate the beneficial impact of aligning x’s on the observ-
ability of the response compactor in use. We refer to a scan
cell as observable in a vertical (horizontal) compactor when
no other scan cell within the same scan slice (chain) has cap-
tured an x, and unobservable, otherwise. It should be noted
that an error in a scan cell that we deem as “observable” may
be aliased by the response compactor due to errors in other
cells of the same chain or slice. Nonetheless, maximizing
the number of observable scan cells will generally reflect into
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Figure 2. Vertical Compaction (wo./w. v-align)

higher coverage levels under a particular fault model [17]. A
more representative definition that also accounts for the alias-
ing properties of the particular response compactor would lead
to direct deductions regarding coverage levels; in this work,
we keep the analysis fault-model independent and generic.

2.1 Vertical Compaction
In vertical compaction, scan slices are compressed by the

compactor individually, producing compressed response bits
for each slice independently. Therefore, a response x poten-
tially corrupts the errors within the same slice. XOR trees
connected to the outputs of the scan chains as in Figure 1.a
constitute an example of vertical compaction, due to the com-
binational nature of the XOR trees; in each shift cycle, the
XOR trees compress one slice into a fewer number of bits.
A slice fragment that consists of an x is compressed into an
x, while x-free slice fragments are compressed into known
response bits. In the case of MISRs, the particular masking
mechanism employed in conjunction with the MISR deter-
mines whether this MISR-based compaction is vertical (i.e.
per slice masking, as in Figure 1.b) or horizontal (i.e. per
chain masking, as in Figure 3.b). In the case of per-shift mask-
ing in Figure 1.b, slices that contain x’s are masked and the re-
maining x-free slices are allowed to update the MISR content,
resulting in a vertical compaction.
In this type of compaction, the distribution of x’s directly

determines which scan slices will be observed. Therefore, ju-
dicious manipulation of the x-distribution, through aligning
x’s in the fewest number of scan slices (called v-align), can
enhance the scan cell observability level of the compactor. For
example, the shift-out of two scan chains in Figure 2.a is de-
layed by a single cycle each as in Figure 2.b, where the delay
elements in these scan chains are shaded in black color. While
no scan cells are initially observable as there is no x-free slice
in Figure 2.a, six scan cells become observable after the align-
ment of x’s in Figure 2.b (shaded in gray color). This type of
alignment has been previously proposed in [17] to improve
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the observability of vertical compactors.

2.2 Horizontal Compaction
In horizontal compaction, scan chains are compressed by

the compactor individually, producing compressed response
bit(s) for each chain independently. A response x potentially
corrupts the errors within the same scan chain. One such ex-
ample is row parity compaction; as illustrated in Figure 3.a, a
single parity bit is computed for each scan chain through the
feedback loop that feeds the parity register. A chain with an x
produces a one-bit parity signature of an x, while x-free chains
produce known one-bit signatures. Another commonly used
horizontal compaction example in industry is per-chain mask-
ing [3] wherein chains with x’s are masked and x-free chains
are allowed to update the MISR content. As illustrated in Fig-
ure 3.b, one mask register is dedicated for each scan chain.
By loading these mask registers, chains that contain x’s are
masked out.
The distribution of x’s directly determines which scan

chains will be observed by horizontal compactors. Therefore,
judicious manipulation of the x-distribution, through aligning
x’s in the fewest number of scan chains (called h-align), en-
hances the observability of the compactor. For example, the
second scan slice from the left in Figure 4.a is rotated upwards
by a single bit position as in Figure 4.b (indicated by the up-
ward arrow). While no scan cells are initially observable as
there is no x-free chain in Figure 4.a, eight scan cells become
observable after the alignment of x’s in Figure 4.b (shaded in
gray color). This type of alignment is novel to this work.

2.3 Horizontal and Vertical Compaction
In x-heavy test responses, the simultaneous use of horizon-

tal and vertical compactors may provide improved test quality
over the use of either compaction scheme alone. One such
scheme is column and row parity-based compaction; as illus-
trated in Figure 5.a, a single parity bit is computed for each
scan slice (as in Figure 2), and a single parity bit for each
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scan chain (as in Figure 4). Consequently, the value in a scan
cell is mapped onto two compressed bits (i.e. its row and col-
umn parity bits) and becomes unobservable if x’s appear in
the same scan slice and chain.
Despite the increased x-resilience of such compaction, cer-

tain x-distributions may doom the observability of the com-
pactor. For instance, no scan cell is observable for the re-
sponse example illustrated in Figure 5.a initially. When x’s
are aligned vertically as in Figure 5.b, six scan cells become
observable. If the alignment direction is horizontal as illus-
trated in Figure 5.c, two scan chains, and hence eight scan
cells become observable. When the X-alignment is effected
in both directions as illustrated in Figure 5.d, all ten x-free
cells become observable. The X-alignment in both directions
is also novel to this work.
One important observation to draw from this example

is that X-alignment in both directions, one after another,
achieves a higher level of observability (Obs = 10) compared
to the alignment in either direction alone (Obs = 6 or Obs
= 8). The underlying reason is that in a 2D-alignment, the
latter alignment does not affect the observable scan cell set
of the former alignment. A rotate operation changes the x-
distribution within slices only; hence, the set of observable
slices remains the same even after a rotate operation, as x-free
slices remain x-free. Similarly, a delay operation changes the
x-distribution within chains only; hence, the set of observable
chains remains the same even after a delay operation, as x-free
chains remain x-free. Consequently, in a 2D-alignment where
alignment in one direction is followed up by alignment in the
other direction, the latter alignment operation cannot degrade
the observability of the former alignment.
While the observation above hints at a form of orthogonal-

ity between horizontal and vertical alignment of x’s, we also
note the following. In the example above, aligning x’s hor-
izontally after their vertical alignment (i.e., rotating the scan
slices of the vertically-aligned response in Figure 5.b) does
not result in observing any additional scan cells, and, hence,
the observability level remains at six scan cells. On the other
hand, performing vertical x-alignment after the horizontal one
(i.e., delaying the scan chains of the horizontally aligned re-
sponse in Figure 5.c) raises the observability level from eight
scan cells up to ten cells, as previously illustrated in Figure
5.d. Hence, the order of aligning x’s affects the observability

level of the 2D-alignment technique, since the x-distribution
that the alignment in the latter direction starts off with is mod-
ified by the alignment in the former direction. In summary:

• A clear advantage of aligning x’s in both directions (re-
gardless of the order) is that the observability level of the
2D-alignment is guaranteed to surpass, or be equal to,
that when x’s are aligned in one direction only.

• In 2D-alignment, the alignment in the first direction
modifies the x-distribution aiming to improve the ob-
servability in that direction only, while the alignment
in the second direction starts off with the modified x-
distribution, and is thus affected by the alignment in the
first direction.

3 Test Response Analysis for X-Alignment
The delay (per scan chain) and rotate (per scan slice) infor-

mation is computed based on an analysis of the x-distribution
in the test response, in order to align x’s in the fewest num-
ber of scan slices and/or scan chains, depending on the nature
of the compactor in use. Thus, the input to the analysis is a
captured scan response, and the target of this analysis is the
computation of the proper unit delay/rotate values for each
scan chain/slice so as to maximize the number of observable
scan slices and chains. The analysis should be repeated for
each response pattern in order to compute the proper delay
and rotate data for the entire test set.
First, we formulate in Section 3.1 (Section 3.2) the verti-

cal (horizontal) alignment of x’s as a Maximum Satisfiabil-
ity (MAX-SAT) problem [16], in order to compute the delay
(rotate) values of scan chains (slices) that maximize the num-
ber of observable scan slices (chains) by vertical (horizontal)
compactors only. Then, in Section 3.3, we present two com-
putationally efficient greedy heuristics for aligning x’s in ei-
ther direction, which can be applied in sequence to compute
delay and rotate values for compression methods with vertical
and horizontal compactors. Finally, open issues and opportu-
nities for further improvement of our methods are discussed
in Section 7.

3.1 Vertical Alignment of X’s

In the delay computation process, known and unknown bits
in a response should be differentiated. Thus, the first step in
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the formulation is the transformation of the scan response into
a map of known and unknown bits. We define:

T (c, δ) :=

{
1 if (δ − 1)th cell of cth chain = x,

0 otherwise

for 0 ≤ c < num chains, 1 ≤ δ ≤ depth, where
num chains denotes the number of scan chains, and depth
denotes the scan depth. We follow a convention where the
scan chains (slices) are numbered from 0 to num chains− 1
(depth − 1) starting from the uppermost (leftmost) chain
(slice). The constant binary matrix T captures the position of
the response x’s; 1-entries in this matrix denote response x’s,
and 0-entries denote known bits. In T , an additional column
of all 0’s pad the left and right sides of the actual transformed
scan response bits, i.e., T (c, 0) = 0 and T (c, depth + 1) = 0
for all c.
The next step is the definition of the solution variables. The

ultimate goal is to compute a delay value for each scan chain
to indicate whether the scan chain should be delayed or not.
More formally:

dc :=

{
1 if cth chain is delayed,

0 otherwise

where 0 ≤ c < num chains. Given the delay values, we
next define si which denote if the scan slice i is observable:

si =
num chains−1∧

j=0

(T [j][i + 1] · dj + T [j][i] · dj)

where 0 ≤ i ≤ depth. A scan slice i is observable if the scan
cell i (or i−1) in chain j does not contain an x, i.e. T [j][i + 1]
(or T [j][i]) equals to one, and the scan chain is delayed (not
delayed). Note that the addition of slice s0, which consists of
the scan cells of the delayed chains only, results in an offset
of 1 between the T matrix indices and the actual slice indices.
The AND clause is used test the observability condition for
every scan cell that belongs to this scan slice, as a single cell
with an x would deem the slice unobservable.
Finally, the objective is to maximize the number of observ-

able scan slices, which is formulated as a MAX-SAT problem:

MAX − SAT (
depth∨
k=0

sk)

MAX-SAT tries to determine an assignment to the vari-
ables in the clauses that maximizes the number of clauses that
are satisfiable. Since one clause is added for each slice, the
number of observable slices is maximized. Consequently, the
number of observable scan cells is also maximized, despite the
fact that the leftmost and rightmost scan slices contain fewer
scan cells; such imprecision is in two slices only and, hence,
the results have a very high correlation between the number
of observable slices and the number of observable cells.

Example 1: Consider the scan response in Figure 2.a, which
is stored in the following T matrix:

Slices :

0 1 2 3 4

0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0

For the first scan slice s0 to be observable, only the second
scan chain should not be delayed as the x in slice 1 of chain
2 would then deem s0 unobservable, while the delay decision
for all of the other scan chains (0, 1, and 3) has no effect on
its observability. Thus:

s0 = (d0 + d0) ∧ (d1 + d1) ∧ (0 + d2) ∧ (d3 + d3) = d2

Similarly, the observability of the other scan slices is com-
puted as follows:

s1 = d1 ∧ d2 ∧ d3

s2 = d0 ∧ d1 ∧ d2 ∧ d3

s3 = 0

s4 = d0

One optimal delay assignment for this instance, wherein
the number of observable scan slices si is maximized to 2, is
the following assignment:

d0 = d2 = 1, d1 = d3 = 0

s1 = s4 = 1, s0 = s2 = s3 = 0

which suggests that delaying chains 0 and 2 enables the ob-
servation of slices 1 and 4, while slices 0, 2, and 3 are unob-
servable, as illustrated previously in Figure 2.b.

3.2 Horizontal Alignment of X’s
Unlike the effect of delaying scan chains, the rotation of

scan slices does not increase the scan depth. Therefore, the
definition of matrix T slightly changes to:

T (c, δ) :=

{
1 if δth cell of cth chain = x,

0 otherwise

where 0 ≤ δ < depth. In essence, the T matrix is equivalent,
size-wise, to the response, as no additional columns with 0’s
pad the left/right sides of the response bits.
We next define the binary variables rδ that indicate whether

scan slice δ is rotated in the upward direction 3 by one:

rδ :=

{
1 if δth slice is rotated,

0 otherwise

3Alternatively, a downward direction can be used, which slightly changes
the design of the rotation block.
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Given the rotate values, we define ci which denotes if scan
chain i is observable:

ci =
depth−1∧

j=0

(T [i][j] ·rj +T [(i + 1) % num chains][j] ·rj)

where 0 ≤ i < num chains. A scan chain i is observable if
the scan cell in slice j of scan chain i (or i+1) does not contain
an x and the slice is not rotated (rotated), and the mod opera-
tion is used for the borderline case of chain num chains− 1,
where a rotated slice would use the scan cell from chain 0.
The AND clause is used test the observability condition for
every scan cell that belongs to this scan chain.
Finally, the objective of maximizing the number of observ-

able scan chains results in the following MAX-SAT formula-
tion:

MAX − SAT (
num chains−1∨

k=0

ck)

and an assignment to the variables is determined for maximiz-
ing the number of observable scan chains.
Example 2: Consider the scan response in Figure 2.a, and the
produced T matrix below:

Chains:
0
1
2
3

0 0 1 1
0 1 0 0
1 0 1 0
0 1 0 0

For the first scan chain c0 to be observable, the rotation of
scan slice 0 has no effect on its observability, slice 1 should
not be rotated, and slices 2 and 3 must be rotated, moving the
two x’s in the two rightmost slices from chain 0 to chain 3.
Thus:

c0 = (r0 + r0) ∧ (r1) ∧ (r2) ∧ (r3) = r1 ∧ r2 ∧ r3

The observability of the remaining chains is computed simi-
larly, yielding:

c1 = r0 ∧ r1 ∧ r2

c2 = r0 ∧ r1 ∧ r2

c3 = r1 ∧ r2 ∧ r3

One optimal rotate assignment for this instance, wherein
the number of observable scan chains is maximized to 2, is
the following assignment:

r1 = 1, r0 = r2 = r3 = 0

c1 = c3 = 1, c0 = c2 = 0

which suggests that the rotation of slice 1 enables the observa-
tion of chains 1 and 3, while chains 0 and 2 are unobservable,
as illustrated previously in Figure 4.b.

3.3 Greedy Heuristics for X-Alignment

While the MAX-SAT formulations that we have presented
provide the readers with an in-depth understanding of the
problem and enable the utilization of efficient MAX-SAT
solvers [16] so as to obtain aggressive scan cell observabil-
ity results, the computational run-time may be prohibitive for
large size instances. For industrial-size designs, we present in
this section a computationally-efficient greedy heuristic that is
capable of aligning x’s in a scan response. The same heuristic
is utilized for both vertical and horizontal alignment of x’s;
only slices and chains are interchanged.
The heuristic initially computes the number of vertically

(horizontally) aligned x’s for two chains (slices) either one
or none delayed (rotated) by one. Thus, the relative delay
(rotate) of the two chains (slices) may take any value be-
tween -1 to 1. The evaluation is repeated for every pair of
chains (slices), and the chain (slice) pair and relative delay
(rotate) combination that leads to the maximum number of
vertically (horizontally) aligned x’s is selected. The chain
(slice), within the selected pair, that is delayed (rotated) more
compared to the other chain (slice) in the pair is assigned the
delay (rotate) value of 1, while the other chain (slice) is as-
signed a delay (rotate) value of 0. The computational com-
plexity of this part of the heuristic is O(num chain2 · depth)
(O(depth2 · num chain)).
The second part of the heuristic assigns delay (rotate) val-

ues to chains (slices) by handling one chain (slice) at a time.
One unhandled chain (slice) is evaluated in terms of the num-
ber of unobservable scan chains (slices) that results from de-
laying (rotating) this chain (slice) with respect to the already
handled chains (slices). The evaluation is repeated for every
unhandled chain (slice) until all chains (slices) are assigned
a delay (rotate) value; the relative delay (rotate) values be-
ing evaluated comply with the constraint that the difference
between the minimal and maximal delay (rotate) values is al-
ways less than or equal to one. The selected chain (slice) is
assigned the relative delay (rotate) value that minimizes the
number of unobserved scan slices (chains). The computa-
tional complexity of this step is also O(num chain2 · depth)
(O(depth2·num chain)). Thus, the complexity of the greedy
heuristic, which is provided in Figure 6, is O(num chain2 ·
depth) (O(depth2 · num chain)).
Given the above description of the greedy heuristics to

align x’s in any direction individually, the alignment of x’s
in both directions can be simply performed by applying both
alignment techniques in sequence. Thus, the second X-
alignment technique analyzes the scan response with some de-
layed (rotated) scan chains (slices). While the starting point of
the second alignment method is a different x-distribution than
that in the initial test response, the method will, nonetheless,
identify the best x-alignment possible that provides additional,
or equal, observability of scan cells. We note that the order of
computing the delay/rotate values must be consistent with the
order of the supporting hardware blocks at the output of the
scan chains, as will be discussed in Section 4.
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Compute Align Data(Scan Response)
For every pair of chains (slices)
For every possible relative delay (rotate) value (−1 to 1)
Compute number of vertically (horizontally) aligned x’s;

Select the chains (slices) pair & delay (rotate) with max aligned x’s;
Assign delay (rotate) values to selected chains (slices);
Repeat until all chains (slices) are assigned delay (rotate) values
For every chain (slice) not assigned a delay (rotate) value
For every delay (rotate) value relative to other chains (slices)
Compute # of unobservable slices (chains) when this chain
(slice) is delayed (rotated) by this amount;

Select chain (slice) & relative delay (rotate) combination that leads
to min number of unobservable slices (chains);
Assign the selected delay (rotate) value to the selected chain (slice);

Figure 6. V-Align (h-Align) Greedy Heuristic

4 X-Alignment Blocks
X-alignment hardware is to be inserted in between the scan

chains and the response compactor block as in Figure 7. The
order of the two blocks dictate the order of the alignment op-
erations; the implementation in Figure 7 enables horizontal
alignment of x’s followed up by their vertical alignment.
H-align block consists of multiplexers only. The select in-

puts of the multiplexers are driven by a single tester chan-
nel, denoted as rotate control channel, whose values deter-
mine whether a slice is rotated. Any slice can be rotated by
a single position depending on the particular value shifted in
through the rotate control channel in the corresponding shift
cycle. H-align design implementation is provided in Figure 8.
V-align block consists of delay registers, control registers,

control shift registers and multiplexers (one of each per scan
chain), and enables the delay of any scan chain on a per-
pattern basis. Figure 9 illustrates the v-align block structure
for a single chain; this structure must be repeated for every
scan chain in the v-align design. Pre-computed delay bits are
shifted through the delay channel into the control shift regis-
ters, which are stitched into a chain, over the shift cycles and
one bit at a time. These delay bits are then copied into the
control registers simultaneously during the capture cycle, and
dictate which chains are delayed for a particular test pattern.
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Figure 7. Scan Architecture in the Presence of X-
Alignment Blocks
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As the control registers preserve their content throughout the
shift cycles, a delay configuration remains intact during the
shift in/out of the entire pattern into/from the scan chains.
Compression, through the use of a decompressor, increases

care bit ratio in the test stimuli. Since the proposed alignment
blocks require dedicated scan channels for rotate and delay
information directly controlled by the tester, care bit ratio re-
mains unaffected.
The X-alignment blocks have no impact on the ATPG pro-

cess. The ATPG tool can be forced to bypass the X-alignment
blocks by providing the tool with the proper constraints on the
select lines of the multiplexers. Once the test patterns are gen-
erated with X-alignment blocks bypassed, the delay/rotate in-
formation can be computed. The data to be shifted in from the
delay/rotate control channels are then appended to the ATPG
generated stimuli. A subsequent logic and/or fault simulation
with the extended stimuli helps compute the expected com-
pacted responses wherein the scan chain delay and slice ro-
tate operations are also accounted for. Also, scan integrity
tests can be easily extended to not only test the scan paths but
also the alignment blocks as well.
Design changes late in the design flow are quite common,

and are implemented in the form of Engineering Change Or-
ders (ECOs). The ECOs have no impact on X-alignment hard-
ware, which remains intact; as ATPG has to be executed on
the design modified by the ECO, however, X-alignment con-
trol data should be recomputed, and the logic/fault simulation
steps thereafter should be repeated.
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5 Qualitative Cost-Benefit Analysis
The insertion of the X-alignment blocks has various impli-

cations, including both positive and negative ones. The cost
implications of X-alignment are as follows:
• Area overhead: The v-align block consists of 3 regis-
ters and 1 multiplexer per scan chain; the h-align block
consists of only 1 multiplexer per scan chain, which is
practically negligible for large designs.

• Test data volume and test time penalty: The penalty
imposed due to X-alignment is due to shifting in the de-
lay/rotate control information. The consequent stimulus
volume expansion per pattern can be computed as 1

depth

for v-align, and 1
num chains for h-align. Moreover, for

v-align, an additional penalty of a single bit per pattern
may occur, if the longest scan chain is delayed. In the
case of stimulus compression, the stimulus expansion ra-
tio should be magnified via a multiplication by the ratio
of scan chains to scan-in channels. The increase in test
time is approximately the same as that in test data vol-
ume, with the small deviation resulting from the differ-
ences in scan chain lengths.

The benefits delivered by X-alignment are as follows:
• Test quality enhancement: As the alignment of x’s in-
creases the number of observable scan cells, more errors
propagate into the response compactor. Consequently,
more of these errors can be expected to be detected, en-
hancing both modelled and unmodelled fault coverage,
and thus the test quality.

• Test time and data volume reduction by test set com-
paction: As the scan cell observability is improved
through the alignment of x’s, every test pattern poten-
tially detects more faults. Thus, a test set can be further
compacted based on a certain fault model. A fault simu-
lation of the test patterns, with the response x’s aligned,
pinpoints the test patterns that no longer detect any addi-
tional faults compared to those detected by all the other
test patterns. Dropping these useless patterns from the
test set reduces the test set size, cutting down test time
and data volume, offsetting or even exceeding the test
time and data volume penalty above 4.

6 Experimental Results
We first compare the results of the two alternatives that can

be used to align response x’s: MAX-SAT solver 5 versus the
4Even with stimulus compression accounted for in the calculation of the

stimulus volume expansion ratio above, the resulting penalty remains in-
significant compared to the pattern count reduction benefit even when only
v-align is used, which results in an 39.7% overall reduction [17].

5While we have presented a Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF) MAX-SAT
formulation to solve the X-alignment problem, due to the availability of Con-
junctive Normal Form (CNF) MAX-SAT tools, we negated all the clauses in
order to convert the DNF expression into a CNF expression, and utilized a
CNF MIN-SAT tool [25] instead. Theoretically, the solutions obtained when
a MAX-SAT tool is executed on an expression and a MIN-SAT tool is exe-
cuted on the complement of the expression should be identical.

Original MAX-SAT Greedy Heuristic
Px SCobs SCobs Time (s) SCobs Time (s)
0.01 2158 2253 3 2177 1
0.02 1663 1911 3 1756 2
0.03 940 1380 3 1300 3
0.05 520 790 3 880 4
0.10 50 250 89 150 4
0.20 0 50 322 50 4

Table 1. MAX-SAT vs Greedy Heuristic for H-align

greedy heuristic. Subsequently, we present observability re-
sults when the proposed alignment techniques are applied on
randomly generated responses and on deterministically gen-
erated industrial data, respectively. Throughout this section,
the response compactor in the scan architecture is assumed to
be a vertical and horizontal response compactor 6.

6.1 MAX-SAT Solver versus Greedy Heuristic
In this section, we compare the two approaches for com-

puting X-alignment data in terms of scan cell observability
and computational run-time when x’s are aligned by rotat-
ing slices (h-align) only. The hypothetical scan architecture
is assumed to consist of 50 scan chains with a depth of 50.
The results are provided in Table 1. The first column denotes
the probability of an unknown response bit, based on which a
50x50 random response pattern is generated, while the second
column provides the number of scan cells observed through
the compactor. The third and fourth columns, together, pro-
vide the number of observable cells and runtime of the MAX-
SAT solver, and the fifth and sixth columns provide analogous
results for the greedy heuristic.
The results show that the MAX-SAT solver typically de-

livers superior results compared to the greedy heuristic, while
the results of the two approaches are typically close. Ran-
dom responses generated with a higher x-probability result in
prolonged run-times for MAX-SAT, however; a response with
more x’s produces more variables in the MAX-SAT clauses,
yielding a more difficult MAX-SAT problem to solve.

6.2 Results on Randomly Generated Data

We present the scan cell observability results of the re-
sponse compactor alone, with response shaper [18] (an-
other technique that manipulates x-distribution prior to com-
paction), with h-align, with v-align, and with 2D-align (h-
align followed up by v-align). For random response gener-
ation, we have assumed two hypothetical scan architectures
(50x50 and 100x100), and varied the unknown x-probability
for each architecture. X-alignment was performed via the pro-
posed heuristic.
The scan cell observability results for the random response

patterns are given in Table 2. Column 3 provides the number
of observable scan cells when no X-alignment is performed.

6The observability results are identical for both row (column) parity com-
paction and per-chain (slice) masking-supportedMISR. Thus, the vertical and
horizontal compactor assumed in our experiments represents both the parity-
based compactor in [10] that employs one parity bit per slice and one per
chain (as illustrated in Figure 5.a), and a MISR with per-chain and per-slice
masking support. For other type of compactors and/or more elaborate mask-
ing schemes, the proposed alignment techniques can be easily extended.
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No Response
Arch. Px align Shaper [18] H-align V-align 2D-align
50x50 0.01 2158 2175 2177 2212 2228

0.02 1663 1743 1756 1825 1924
0.03 940 1018 1300 1266 1497
0.05 520 608 880 753 965
0.10 50 99 150 166 311

100x100 0.01 5968 6031 7056 6552 7436
0.02 3030 3194 4050 4294 5170
0.03 1072 1264 2002 2090 2817
0.05 0 100 1000 944 1665
0.10 0 0 0 100 300

Table 2. X-Alignment: Random Responses

Columns 4-7 provide the number of observable scan cells
when response shaper [18], h-align, v-align, or 2D-align is
utilized along with the compactor, respectively.
The results clearly show that the X-alignment techniques

improve the scan cell observability of the compactor. The re-
sults are continuously improved inline with our observation in
Section 2, as x’s are aligned in a single (horizontal) direction,
and in both (horizontal and vertical) directions. Furthermore,
the improvements due to X-alignment are more pronounced
for higher probabilities of x’s. For instance, in the larger scan
architecture, an unknown probability of 3% results in 1072
out of 10000 cells to be observable through the compactor.
Rotating the slices via h-align helps observe 2002 scan cells,
almost doubling the observability level. Delaying chains in
addition via v-align provides an additional 41% observability
improvement, as 2817 scan cells become observable. In all
the cases above, response shaper [18] delivers some observ-
ability level improvement, which remains quite insignificant
especially when compared to those delivered by the proposed
X-alignment techniques. For very large probabilities of x’s,
the proposed alignment techniques fail to provide any further
observability improvement, emphasizing the need for further
research involving extensions to multiple delay/rotate values.

6.3 Results on Deterministic Industrial Test Data

In this section, we present the results of two industrial cir-
cuits, both provided by Cadence. The first industrial circuit,
referred to asA in Table 3, consists of 15669 scan cells, which
are organized into 80 scan chains with a scan depth of 196.
The second industrial circuit, denoted as B, consists of 22213
scan cells, organized into 100 scan chains with a scan depth of
223. For both circuits, a few deterministically generated pat-
terns (that target static faults) are picked randomly. In Table 3,
in addition to the scan cell observability results, the unknown
x-density, which denotes the ratio of x’s to the total number
of response bits, is also provided for each pattern. The same
result-reporting scheme of the previous section is pursued; the
scan cell observability results of the compactor alone, with h-
align, with v-align, and with 2D-align are provided.
The results of industrial test data are consistent with those

of randomly generated data, wherein the X-alignment tech-
niques improve the scan cell observability, and the alignment
in both directions provide superior observability levels over
the alignment in a single direction. For the smaller archi-
tecture A, h-align provides only slight, if any, observability

Circuit X-ratio No align H-align V-align 2D-align
A 0.09 1760 1934 2102 2365

15669 bits 0.11 2000 2171 2440 2724
(80x196) 0.14 1680 1680 2080 2240
B 0.02 7396 8017 7972 8707

22213 bits 0.04 2720 3160 3396 3905
(100x223) 0.08 1338 1338 1338 1620

0.10 446 669 571 776
0.16 669 1784 692 1876

Table 3. X-Alignment: Industrial Responses

improvement, while a subsequent v-align operation raises the
observability level significantly. For the larger architectureB,
the contribution of h-align and v-align are more balanced. We
note that, unlike the random responses in Table 2, these are re-
alistic x distributions which may manifest in clusters, render-
ing the observability improvement of x-align dependent not
only on the ratio of x’s but also their clustered distribution.
The area cost of h-align is simply one multiplexer per scan

chain, resulting in 80 and 100 multiplexers for the two in-
dustrial benchmark circuits A and B, respectively, which is
practically negligible. The cost of v-align is 3 registers and 1
multiplexer per scan chain, resulting in 240 and 300 registers,
and 80 and 100 multiplexers for circuits A and B, respec-
tively. For designs with a tight area budget, h-align can be
utilized to get observability enhancements, while for designs
with more relaxed area constraints, 2D-align can be utilized
to further improve the scan cell observability.
The test stimulus volume penalty of h-align, which is due

to the additional rotate data shifted in, is one bit per scan slice,
resulting in 1.25% and 1.0% for the architectures A and B.
The penalty due to v-align incurred by the delay information
is one bit per scan chain, resulting in 0.5% and 0.4% for A
and B, respectively. These small penalties can be easily over-
come by benefiting from the reduction in the number of test
patterns. For example, the X-alignment in the vertical direc-
tion only [17] has been shown to deliver a 45% reduction in
the number of test patterns while maintaining the same fault
coverage level for the ISCAS89 benchmark circuit s15850.
X-alignment in both directions is slated to offer even further
test data volume reductions via higher observability levels.

7 Open Issues and Future Work
Our formulation takes an important first step towards tack-

ling the problem of simultaneously maximizing the number
of observable scan slices and scan chains by aligning x’s in
the minimal number of scan slices and chains. Yet, some im-
portant questions remain open, presenting opportunities for
further research. More specifically:
• Would a vertically-aware (horizontally-aware) horizon-
tal (vertical) alignment of x’s provide an additional im-
provement to the observability level, over finding the best
alignment of x’s for each method separately? Does Nash
equilibrium exist between the two alignment directions?
Would a unified MAX-SAT formulation deliver the over-
all optimal solution?

• What are the observability benefits, and hardware
cost implications, achieved/incurred by permitting scan
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chains (slices) to be delayed (rotated) by more than one
position? Given a total budget for control data, how
should the allocation be done for delay versus rotate bits
for maximum observability?

8 Conclusions

In a test environment that includes response compaction,
the number of scan cells observed through the compactor
hinges on the distribution of x’s. In this paper, we propose
X-alignment techniques that manipulate the distribution of re-
sponse x’s. The manipulation is in the form of intra-slice ro-
tation or scan chain delay operations, in order to group x’s
in the fewest chains and/or slices. The computation of the
control information, i.e. rotate and/or delay bits, is formu-
lated as a MAX-SAT problem, and computationally efficient
greedy heuristics are presented as well. The integration of
the X-alignment hardware into the design flow can be im-
plemented seamlessly as it is test set independent. Various
flavors of X-alignment, such as h-align only, v-align only,
or 2D-alignment, offer a wide spectrum of trade-off between
area cost and scan cell observability enhancement. The X-
alignment can be utilized along with any response compactor
to improve its test quality further. Moreover, the enhance-
ment in scan cell observability can also be reaped as test data
volume reductions, resulting in a quite practical and elegant
solution for response compaction that can be widely utilized.
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